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The Cost Account Roll-Up (CARU) System mas designed to
provide accurate, real-time labor distribution data to
managers at Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) field
activities in a format consistent with the way in which they
are budgeted. The system also provides productivity
information in conjunction with the labor distribution data.
This study was undertaken to assess the effectiveness of CARU
as an information system in support of NAVSUP's latest
budgeting strategy, the Productive Unit Resourcing System.
The results of the study indicate that CARU is an
effective information system. It does an excellent Job of
supporting the Productive Unit Resourcing System. CARU has
the potential to excel as a decision—making tool for managers
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Cost Account Roll-Up (CARU) System is a
computer-based information system designed primarily to
enhance management capabilities under the Productive Unit
Resourcing System (defined below). It was developed at the
Naval Supply Center, Charleston, South Carolina with the
consent of Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP). CARU
provides accurate, real time labor distribution data which
are essential for effective management under the Productive
Unit Resourcing System but are not available elsewhere in a
consolidated, readily accessible format. C Ref . ID The way
CARU operates is to record labor costs at the individual
employee level and to roll these costs up to successively
higher levels, i.e., Job order, cost account and program.
The system also has the capability to provide productivity
and quality control information from the individual level up
to the program level. CARU is defined by its developers as a
management and financial system that:




A. provides a review of activity funds execution as
budgeted, in the rate format;
5. encourages competency in employment and personal
accountabi 1 i ty
;
6. accomodates changing management styles; and
7. provides to headquarters a bottom— line accounting
system for activity analysis and comparison. CRef. 2D
The Productive Unit Resourcing System (PURS) is a
relatively new NAVSUP funding strategy initially implemented
to fund the physical distribution function at Naval Supply
Centers (NSCs). The basic concept is to provide funds for a
planned workload at a specified rate per unit of work
accomplished. Activities are given incentives to accomplish
the work at less than that rate. The strategy is based upon
the premise that an activity should be funded for work
produced, not for fixed staffing and non— labor costs. CRef.
3D PURS will be defined in more detail later in the study.
In FY 1986 PURS was expanded to include procurement. In
FY 1987 the program will be further expanded to include
inventory control and ADP. CRef. 4] PURS is in place at
the eight NSCs, Aviation Supply Office (ASO), Ships Parts
Control Center (SPCC), Naval Publications and Forms Center
<NPFC),the Navy Regional Finance Center (Washington, D. C. ),
and the four Naval Regional Contracting Centers. CRef. 5: pp.
1 D
This study explores the potential of CARU to impact
positively on the ability of NAVSUP managers to improve
productivity under PURS.
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A. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
The objectives of this research effort Are to present the
provisions of CARU and to assess its effectiveness as an
information system. The research attempts to answer such
questions as :
1. What is the impetus behind the development of the CARU
System?
2. Is CARU a dynamic system? Can it change or grow to
meet the changing need of managers?
3. What costs are involved in implementing the system, and
who will bear those costs?
B. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The CARU System was designed for use at NAVSUP field
activities. This study focuses on the application of the
system at those activities. Because the system is still in
the prototype stage? its usage has been limited to operation
at NSC, Charleston, South Carolina.
C. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research for this study consisted of an in-depth
review of the CARU prototype at NSC Charleston. Personal
interviews with system developers and major users were the
major sources of information. Appendix A is a list of
interview questions that were used to structure interviews
with the actual users of CARU. Personal interviews were
conducted at NSC Oakland, California, with the Comptroller
and Deputy Comptroller. NSC Oakland plans to implement the
11
CARU System once it is available for use outside NSC
Charleston. A literature review of management systems and
management information systems was also conducted in order to
provide a frame of reference for the study.
The information collected mas then used to do the
f ol lowing
:
1. Examine the provisions of CARU against the criteria of
its stated objectives.
2. Assess the usefulness of CARU according to its major
users.
3. Identify CARU shortcomings.
4. Explore the feasibility of expanding the use of CARU to
other commands and for other uses.
D. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
Chapter II presents the framework and background data to
provide a setting for CARU. Chapter III sets forth the
objectives and procedures of CARU. Chapter IV is an
evaluation of CARU, assessing its effectiveness as an
information system. Chapter V examines alteratives to the
system, other applications, and exportabi 1 i ty . Chapter VI
presents final conclusions and recommendations.
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II. FRAMEUiQRK FOR CARU
The prototype for CARU was placed in operation at NSC
Charleston in FY 1986. CRef. 4 3 The system provides the
closest thing to real-time labor distribution data
currently available. It provides information in a format
that is consistent with the manner in which field
activities are budgeted under PURS. CARU has the
capability to provide quality control information and
productivity data for management purposes. It also
provides a simplified UMR (Uniform Management Report) type
report which greatly reduces the amount of detail reported
to NAVSUP headquarters. CRef. ID
The following paragraphs provide some background into
the events leading up to the development of CARU.
A. PURS
CARU is basically a support system for PURS, although
it has far more applications than Just that. PURS
(sometimes referred to as "rate resourcing"). is a
recently developed budgeting and funding strategy in effect
at selected NAVSUP field activities. The strategy was
initiated in FY 1985 to fund civilian labor performing
physical distribution operations at the NSCs. It was
designed to reduce expenses through a more efficient use of
13
the workforce. CRef. 3] Actual dollar savings realized
are then rebated to qualifying activities on a "share"
basis with NAVSUP. PURS applies to 0&M,N funds only.
Operation under PURS requires:
. . . the control of a flexible workforce that can
accomodate changes in workload at lowest cost— i.e.,
staffing to minimum workload and bringing in
temporary / interim t tent employees to meet surges . This
requires daily workload forecasting and a short-fuzed
labor pool capability. It also means the Corporation
Headquarters (NAVSUP) must respond immediately with
resources necessary to pay for workload growth and other
changing conditions not under control of the NSCs. CRef.
31
There is an implicit assumption here that labor costs are
essentially variable costs. That is, the workforce can be
increased or decreased at will to the level necessary to
handle a growing or shrinking workload. In actuality,
activities find that the workload manifests itself in
valleys and peaks. The objective becomes to maintain
sufficient staff to handle the valleys and utilize
temporary and intermi t tents for peak workload. CRef. 6 1
As a result of implementing PURS, NAVSUP has been able
to fund significant workload growth at five of its supply
centers without an increase in NAVSUP's overall resources
for those activities. Savings have resulted primarily from
use of less expensive labor (temporary and intermittent
employees). CRef. 3D
14
1 . Traditional Funding Method Versus PURS
Traditionally, NSCs and other activities were
funded for civilian labor on the basis of authorised end
strength. Regardless of workload changes, the activity
would be funded based upon a given number of work-years.
Under PURS:
. . . NAVSUP commits to fund workload at the required
level of performance, i.e., field activities will be
funded on the basis of actual work performed vice the
fixed workyear /cost funding methodology used previously.
CRef. 5:p. ID
In effect, NAVSUP pays participating activities for
work actually done on a "productive unit" basis. A
productive unit is a unit of output (work) that is
measurable and verifiable. NAVSUP divides its field
activities into cost centers for funding purposes. Each
cost center is then assigned a productive unit for
measurement of work accomplished. In CARU, and for the
purposes of this study, a productive unit will be called a
"work unit" and a cost center will be called a program.
CRef. 7:pp.A-43 A work unit at the Physical Distribution
Program level is a movement unit. A movement unit is
defined as a line item issued, received, inducted, or
returned to storage. Appendix B is a list of existing
programs (cost centers) and associated work units
(productive units).
Field activities are funded at a negotiated "productive
unit rate" (hereafter referred to as "rate") for a planned
15
workload. A rate will be defined as the cost for producing
one work unit. The "negotiated rate" is the "price" NAVSUP
will pay for the production of one work unit. Rates Are
determined through an interactive negotiation process
between each field activity and NAVSUP Headquarters. Rates
will normally vary between activities. CRef. 5^pp. 2—3 3
Different rates are established for each program.
The basis for rate determination is to divide the
number of projected work units (associated with the planned
workload) into the estimated direct cost* both labor and
non-labor, of resources required to accomplish the planned
workload. Direct costs include both fixed and variable
elements. Rate determination can become a very complicated
process, depending on how the work unit is defined and what
tradeoffs have to be made between the activity and NAVSUP
in order to stay within available NAVSUP resources.
Appendix C illustrates how a specific program (cost center)
is defined, the associated work (productive) units and the
basis for rate determination for that program. Because a
considerable portion of direct costs might consist of fixed
costs, the rate must be re—evaluated if the workload
changes significantly.
2. Profit Sharing
Profit sharing is designed to provide activities
with the incentive to reduce labor costs through increased
productivity and better management of the civilian
16
workforce. It is the sharing of activity savings under
PURS. A percentage of actual dollar savings are retained
by the activity for use as desired by the Commanding
Officer. Recommended uses for the funds include incentive
awards, habitability improvements, etc. Savings are
generated by programs which "beat the rate" (produce work
units at less than the negotiated rate) and thereby free
dollars for other uses. Funding is also reduced for those
programs whose workload is less than planned. On the
negative side, programs whose actual rate is greater than
the negotiated rate must absorb the increased cost from
elsewhere in the activity operating budget. NAVSUP 's share
of any savings are used to pay for workload growth or to
undertake productivity initiatives. The profit sharing
ratio is determined by NAVSUP prior to the beginning of the
fiscal year. CRef. 3 3
To participate in profit sharing, a program must first
achieve an actual rate that is less than the negotiated
rate. The program must then meet quality goals as defined
by quality indicators. A quality indicator is defined as a
performance level which must be met or exceeded in order
for a program to qualify for profit sharing. For example,
the physical distribution program has seven indicators such
as "point of entry effectiveness" and "warehouse refusals".
Goals for these indicators are established by NAVSUP.
Failure to meet established goals in any two areas in one
17
quarter or failure to meet established goals in the same
indicator for two consecutive quarters will result in no
profit sharing for the physical distribution program.
CRef. 5: pp. 5—6] Paragraph 3 of Appendix C gives a second
example of quality indicators.
3. Responsibilities Under PURS
Under PURS, NAVSUP commits to fund activities on
the basis of actual workload. The activity is expected to
minimize the unit cost of processing actual work.
Supervisors will be held accountable for the organizational
and program performance against the negotiated rate, as
well as cost reduction targets and productivity
improvements. CRef. 5: pp. 6-7 1
The supervisor, or Program Manager is expected to
perform such activities as the following:





-Interface with comptroller concerning proposed rates
—Attend rate negotiations
—Review productivity enhancements CRef. 5: p. 7]
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B. DEVELOPMENT OF CARU
In FY85 NAVSUP initiated a new method of budgeting
called PURS. Recognizing the need for an information
system to support PURS and other management needs at the
local activity level, NSC Charleston requested and received
permission from NAVSUP in FY85 to attempt development of an
information system to support those needs. The resulting
system was called the Cost Account Roll-Up (CARU) System
because of the way labor costs are recorded at the
individual employee level by Job order and summarised up to
the cost account, program and activity levels. The system
prototype was placed in operation at NSC Charleston in
FY86. C Ref. 7: p. 13
C. PRESENTATION OF CARU TO OTHER ACTIVITIES
CARU was presented to the NAVSUP Executive Board on 28
May 1986. The briefing was well received and NSC
Charleston was directed by Commander, NAVSUP to provide an
on—site presentation to other NAVSUP field activities. The
briefing was conducted in July 1986, with the ultimate
objective of enabling attendants to have a similiar
capability and ensuring that the data base for management
reports is the same throughout the field. A list of
attendees is provided in Appendix D. CARU was well
accepted by most of the other field activities. [Ref. 13
19
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NSC Puget Sound is first in line to receive the system once
it is available for export to other activities.
D. CARU FROM AN INFORMATION SYSTEM RESPECTIVE
1
.
Def ini t ion
For the purpose of this study an information system
is defined as a system which will provide that information
which is necessary to support the decision making and
control functions in an organization. Information is
defined as data transformed into a format which is not only
meaningful to the user but of real value in making current
and future decisions. CRef. 8:pp. 1-5] CARU provides
information in the performance/control category. It
basically answers the question of "How well are we doing?"
2. Information System Performance Criteria
According to some authorities, most information
systems fail because too much emphasis is placed on
technology and not enough on crucial organisational
behavior problems and interrelationships. CRef. 9: pp.1—5]
Major problems cited are as follows:
-Users don't understand the output they receive.
—Changes ^re made to the system without consulting the
users.
-The system produces much more data than can reasonably
be utilized.
-It is difficult to obtain changes to an existing system.
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-The intended users of the system don't use the
information because it doesn't meet their needs or
because of perceived inaccuracies.
With these problems in mind, CARU was evaluated in this
study against the following seven performance criteria.
These criteria are borrowed from Krauss' performance
planning criteria for designing an MIS. CRef. 10:pp.
102-104
D
(1) RELEVANCE - Does the system address the problems at
hand? Does it meet the needs of the users/ is the
output easily understood? Will it assist the user
in meeting stated objectives?
(2) USER RESPONSIVENESS - Is the system flexible? Does
it allow for program changes? Is it difficult for
users to make changes to the system?
(3) ACCESSIBILITY - Is the system easy to use? Is
there a realistic turnaround time? Is the system
near by /convenient to use?
(A) DEPENDABILITY - Does the system perform as
specified? Does the system work most of the time?
(5) SECURITY - Is sensitive information protected from
view and/or alteration by unauthorized personnel?
(6) ACCURACY - Is the output precise enough for its
intended use?
(7) EFFICIENCY - Is the operating cost reasonable?
E. SUMMARY
Chapter II is a brief history of the origin of CARU.
Background information on PURS is provided in an attempt to
show its influence on CARU's development. PURS establishes
the basic environment in which CARU operates. CARU is also
presented as an information system, with some discussion of
21
what causes information systems to fail. The seven
criteria against which CARU is evaluated in this study are




CARU was conceived and developed out of a need to do
several things. Foremost was the need for an information
system to support PURS. A second need mas for timely,
accurate financial and employee performance data at all
management levels. Thirdly, there was a desire to influence
NAVSUP toward a position of macro management of field
activities instead of micro management. CRef. 6
D
The objectives of CARU aire as follow:
-Provide a management system which gives headquarters less
detail, but what they need to manage.
-Provide a management system that gives financial data to
managers at activity levels which allow them to
effectively monitor rate resourcing.
-Provide management with a system which will monitor
individual and group productivity and quality performance.
—Provide a system which is flexible enough to accomodate
different managing styles. CRef. 7:p. 23
B. HOW IT WORKS
The major purpose of CARU is to provide an automated
means of recording labor distribution data on a daily basis.
Non— labor data are summarized into the system with each
Journal Voucher, approximately three times a week.
(Non— labor data are run on the Burroughs mainframe
23
ucomputer, as a part of an existing financial system, and
down loaded to the CARU system at the Job order level). These
labor and non— labor data a.r& then successively rolled up to
the program level. The system also records work unit data at
the employee, cost account and program levels. C Ref . 7- pp.
2—3D Employee and cost account work units are established
for the use of activity managers. They are not rolled up to
the program level to become program work units, which a.re
established by NAVSUP in reference 5.
Formerly, labor and work unit data were recorded and
reported via the Uniform Management Report (UMR) on a monthly
basis. The UMR was not normally available for 15 to 20 days
after the 30 day period covered. The information received
was not of much use except from a historical perspective.
CARU operates from the premise that, if managers are
expected to achieve increased productivity by the workforce
and be held accountable for performance under PURS, they must
have access to real time performance feedback on which to
base their decisions. The mechanics of the system are
discussed below.
1 . Data Entry
Labor and work unit data are entered into the system
via a CRT Screen. NSC Charleston has not found it necessary
to hire additional employees to perform data entry. CRef.




Data entered for individual employees include the
job order number <s), labor code(s) for each Job order number,
the number of hours expended against each Job order number
and the standard code and associated work units. The labor
code is a two digit, alpha code designating the type of
labor, such as overtime or regular hours. The standard code
is a two digit alpha code designating an engineered standard
which is used to monitor an employee's productivity. For
example, if a warehouse worker issues 40 line items and the
engineered standard is .0667 hours then 40 X .0667 = 2.67
hours earned by that worker. An example of an employee work
unit within a branch of the physical distribution program is
a line item issued. CRef. 1 '• p. A-l ]
These data are entered daily by a designated
timekeeper. Data can be entered for one employee by calling
up the employee's social security number. Alternatively,
data can be entered for a group of employees within a
division or branch by entering the code for the division or
branch. For daily data entry the system offers the use of
defaults for Job orders and standard codes. This feature
eliminates the need to enter the same data repetitively.
CRefs. 4,113
In some sections, data entry is rotated among
employees to ensure any one employee is not overburdened.
Users interviewed agreed that data entry is not any more time
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consuming than the system used previously for labor
distribution. Supervisors generally agreed daily data entry
is a lot better than waiting until the end of the pay period
and trying to reconstruct what happened during the last two
weeks for 20—30 employees. Although the recordkeeping
appears to get very convoluted in some cases, basically the
same data were maintained for other reporting requirements.
Figure 1 is an example of how one section
accomplishes data entry. In this case the timekeeping
function is a collateral duty rotated between two employees
every two pay periods and is performed for eight employees.
CRef. 11 D
b. Cost Account Work Units
A cost account is an al phanumer ical designation
of certain functions grouped together, such as 212E
designating the shipping operation. Cost account work unit
data are received via reports from responsible departments.
An example of a cost account work unit in the physical
distribution program might be a processed invoice. The
recommended data entry frequency is monthly, but management
is free to vary the frequency. At NSC Charleston, Code 54,
Methods Engineering Division is responsible for entering
these data. CRef. 7: p. 3D
c. Program Work Units
A program is the grouping together of functions








- Prepares Muster Report.






-Uses Muster Report and Supervisor's
Summary Report to prepare Bi-Weekly
Production Report.
-Enters following data from Bi-Weekly
Production Report to CARL) via CRT
screen
1. Job order number (JON)
2. labor code for each JON
3. number of hours expended
against each JON
A. standard code and associated
work units, if applicable
Source: C Ref . 11 ]
Figure 1 Individual Data Entry
Flow Process
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made up of more than one cost account. Only those programs
budgeted under PURS have work units assigned, and those work
units are assigned by NAVSUP. CRef. 7: pp. 3, A-3 3 The
program work unit in the physical distribution program is a
movement unit. A movement unit is an issue, receipt,
induction or return of material to storage. Appendix B is a
list of current programs (cost centers) and associated work
(productive) units. NSC Charleston also treats reimbursables
as a separate program.
At NSC Charleston, Code 54, Methods
Engineering Division, is responsible for entering program
work unit data. These data are provided to Code 54 via
reports from the responsible department/cost center. The
system is set up for daily data entry, but the frequency may
vary at the option of the cost center manager. CRef. 7: p. 3D
d. Net /Reimbursable Transfers
The user of the CARU system may transfer labor
hours and associated costs from one Job order number to
another. This feature is used to move reimbursable labor and
associated non— labor costs to a reimbursable cost account.
The user may input the Job order numbers, hours, dollar
amount, acceleration amount and the division for the
reimbursable or non— labor net transfers. At NSC Charleston
this option is limited to selected personnel in Code 54.
L Ref . 7:p. 3D
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2. Output
System output in the form of reports is available
on-line and in hard copy. Authorized personnel can access
the information at any time. Reports are available as of the
last date in which work unit data have been added to the
system. The date of the report can be specified. On— line
reports can be requested in daily, month—to—date or
year—to—date format. Hard copy reports will be consolidated
to display information in various formats, as will be
discussed below. CRef. 7: pp. 3—5
D
a. Employee Performance Report
This report can be reviewed at the division*
branch, warehouse, or individual employee level. For
whatever level requested, each employee within that
organizational level will be shown in social security number
(EMPLOYEE'S ID NUMBER) sequence, from the lowest number to
the highest, as shown in Table 1. For each employee a
standard code(s) will appear (if applicable) beneath the
employee's name. A standard code is a two letter symbol
which represents an engineered standard which is used to
monitor an employee's production effectiveness.
Work units, hours earned, hours available and
production effectiveness are listed for each standard code.
Employee totals are shown for all four categories on the same
line as the employee's name. Work units are shown in day and
month— to—date format. Hours earned are the number of work
29
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units completed by an individual multiplied by the engineered
standard associated with that work unit. Hours earned are
shown for the year— to—date, day and month— to—date. Hours
available are the actual number of hours an employee works.
The hours available are shown for the day, month—to—date, and
year—to—date. Production effectiveness is expressed as a
percentage obtained by dividing earned hours by available
hours. This information is also shown for the day,
month—to—date and year—to—date. C Ref . 7: pp. A-1,A-4D
b. Report of Job Orders
This report shows the labor costs and labor hours
charged to each Job order number. It can be called up by
department, division, or branch. Job orders a.r& listed
numerically within their respective cost accounts (cost
acct), which are listed in alphanumeric order. A
corresponding program (prog) number is also listed. For
example, program 01 represents the physical distribution
program. Both labor costs and labor hours charged are shown
in a daily, monthly, and yearly format as illustrated in
Table 2. The TITLE column lists the name of the respective
cost account. CRef. 7- p. 4D
c. Report of Cost Accounts
This report can be called up by any of three
organizational levels: department, division, or branch. All
the cost accounts used within the organizational level
requested will be listed with related labor and an associated
31
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rate, non-labor and an associated rate, total costs and total
work units completed. Work units and rates will be shown
only for cost accounts that have the requested department
assigned as the lead department. That is, the majority of
the cost account work units are accomplished within the
assigned department. Information is displayed in a
month—to—date and year—to—date format as illustrated in Table
3. CRef. 7:p. 4 D
d. Report of Programs
This report shows labor cost, non— labor cost
(designated N—LABOR in the hard copy report), total cost and
a rate for each program. The costs and rates are broken out
for each contributing department. Departments Are identified
by a three digit numeric code under the column labeled CODE.
The report also shows the total number of work units
completed for each program. Information is shown in a
month— to—date and year—to—date format as illustrated in Table
4. CRef. 7:p. 3D
e. Production Rate Report
This report allows the Program Manager to monitor
how well a particular department or division is achieving its
assigned rate. For any requested department, the negotiated
(projected) productive unit rate, the actual productive unit
rate and their differences are shown for each division within
the department. CRef. 7: pp. 4-5 3 Table 5 is a production
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program work unit is called a movement unit and is defined as
a line item moved, whether it be an issue, receipt, etc.
3. Quality Control
Checks and balances are built into the system in an
effort to minimize input errors. Additionally, data already
input into the system can be reviewed for accuracy and
completeness. If errors are detected during the review,
changes can be made.
a. Input Quality Control
The following checks are built into the system to
preclude gross errors by the timekeeper during input:
(1) Job order numbers assigned to one department cannot be
used by an employee from another department.
(2) The system will not accept more than eight hours of
regular labor per employee for any one day.
(3) The correct labor code must be used for the Job order
number entered or the data will not be accepted.
(4) If an employee works against a standard a particular
labor code must be used with the Job order number.
This unique labor code requires entering a standard
code and work units or the data will not be accepted.
<Ref. 7: pp. 5-6 3
b. Review of Data Entered
There are two features which will allow the
Program Manager or authorized representative to review data
entered. The first feature, List Pay Period Records,
displays data entered for the pay period for individual
employees as discussed in subparagraph l.a above. This
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feature also shows the engineered standard and hours earned
for each employee.
The second feature* Dept/Div — number of
Employees - Per Day, allows the Program Manager to ensure
that all staff codes/departments have entered labor data for
all their employees. All fourteen days of the pay period
requested are displayed with the following information:
(1) Departments listed numerically with their divisions
also listed numerically.
(2) Number of active employees assigned to each division.
(3) For each day, the number of employees whose data have
been entered. C Ref . 7- pp. 4—6 3
4. Reconci 1 i at ion
Reconciliation is a feature which ensures that the
labor hours expended and associated costs agree with the
activity's payroll (the payroll is assumed to be correct).
CARU data are balanced to the gross pay tape (automated pay
record data) and exceptions are provided on hard copy for
correction by the applicable departments. After corrections
are made, a second and final reconciliation is made to ensure
CARU data agree with the gross pay tape. At NSC Charleston
the reconciliation function is performed by Code 54.
5. Uniform Management Report (UliR)
The primary purpose of the UMR is to provide
management information to NAVSUP monthly. CARU provides a
simplified version of the UMR. The report can be requested
for display on the CRT screen or in hard copy.
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The original version of the UMR, before CARU, was
produced in two formats, by program (cost center) and by cost
account (summary report). The cost account report was
forwarded to NAVSUP and the program report was retained at
the field activity for local use. Near year end, a typical
program report might consist of two volumes of 700 or more
pages each. The summary report might consist of 500 or more
pages. The simplified version now consists of from 30 to 50
pages. CRef. 4] It comes in three formats, by program, by
cost account within a program, and in an executive summary
format as illustrated in Tables 6, 7, and 8, respectively.
Each report is in a format that is conducive to management
under PURS. That is, information is displayed in a manner
which shows the number of work units completed, the actual
rate achieved (cost per unit), and the net 0&M,N labor and
non— labor dollars spent, after deduction of reimbursable
amounts. The report also shows prior year data for
comparison purposes. CRef. 7- p. 7
D
The simplified UMR also contains sections which
provide a cost summary and guality statistics. The Cost
Summary is illustrated in Table 9. It shows the breakdown
(regular labor, overtime, etc.) of total costs for all
programs, with a separate colunm for reimbursables. Costs
are shown by month, quarter, mid-year, and yeai—to—date. The
Quality Indicator Data section is illustrated in Table 10.
It provides a monthly breakdown for each cost account of
39
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quality control errors and the error rate as a percentage of
work units. This information is shown for each month and
yeai—to-date. CRef. 7: p. 7 D
6. System Security
CARU can only be accessed by individual employees who
are assigned a unique password. Once in CARU, access to
certain information is also limited by password. For
instance* a timekeeper in one department cannot access data
pertaining to a different department. There are also certain
functions, such as transfer of costs from one Job order to
another, that can only be performed by a limited number of
individuals. CRef. 7:pp. 7—8]
C. SYSTEM HARDWARE
In developing CARU, the originator had three choices of
computer systems with which to work. The Burroughs system
was the mainframe computer, whose use would have to be
scheduled through the ADP Department. The Uang system was
more a word processing system and was already integrated into
the Office Automation System. Each department had at least
one terminal and was familiar with its use. The Tandem
system was onboard, but very new. The ADP staff was in the
process of being trained in its use.
Any of the three systems was adequate to handle CARU
initially. However, since there was no in—house programming
expertise for the Tandem system and the Burroughs system was
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bogged down with current applications, the Wang system mas
chosen for developing the CARU prototye. After making the
decision to use the Wang system, the major problems in
developing CARU were (1) the short timeframe allowed to
develop the system, (2) programming limitations inherent in
the Wang system, and (3) determining what features were
desired by management. CRef. 12 3
The CARU software has been revised for utilization on the
Tandem Computer System since Tandem is now common to the
majority of the NAVSUP field activities.
D. SUMMARY
CARU's principal function is to provide an automated
means of recording labor distribution and employee
productivity data on a daily basis. These and other input
data are then synthesized to provide (on a real—time basis)
all levels of management with information essential to
effective management. A description of data entry and system
output a.r& provided to assist the reader in understanding how
CARU operates. Security features are built into the system
to limit access to sensitive data and to protect the validity
of input data.
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IV. AN ASSESSMENT OF THE SYSTEM
As stated in the introduction, the purpose of this study
is to assess CARU's effectiveness as an information system.
The system is evaluated by using Krauss' seven criteria
discussed in the second chapter. Those seven criteria are
relevance, user responsiveness, accessibility, dependability,
security, accuracy, and efficiency. In evaluating CARU, the
study also answers the four research questions:
1. How does CARU perform relative to its stated
object i ves?
2. How is CARU evaluated by its major users?
3. What shortcomings were identified in the system?
4. What is the feasibility of making CARU available to
other commands and of expanding its applications to
meet other needs?
A. INTERVIEWS OF MAJOR CARU USERS
The biggest problem encountered in evaluating CARU was
the lack of data available on its use. The system prototype
had been in operation for about a year at the time the study
began and was in the process of being reprogrammed to operate
on the Tandem Computer System. The methodology chosen to
gather information on the system was to observe CARU in
operation and to interview its users.
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Interviews were conducted at NSC Charleston with the
Comptroller, Deputy Comptroller and Director, Methods
Engineering Division, all of whom were deeply involved in the
development of CARU. The Comptroller Department is the major
user and the authority on CARU. Also interviewed at NSC
Charleston were the Deputy Director of the Freight Terminal
Department, the Acting Director of the Material Department,
members of the CARU programming team from the ADP Department
and a timekeeper from the Receiving Division of the Material
Department. The results of on—site observations and
interviews were synthesized to address the questions raised
in paragraphs B through H below.
B. RELEVANCE
In determining relevance? the questions to ask Are
whether the system addresses the problems at hand and if it
will assist the user in meeting stated objectives. During
interviews, the consensus of the users of the system was that
CARU has been fairly successful in meeting its objectives.
According to the CARU Project Manager, those objectives were
formulated to meet the needs of NSC field activities, to
address the problems at hand. CRef. 6D Those objectives,
briefly stated, are as follow:
-Provide information to managers which will allow them to
effectively manage resources under PURS.
-Allow managers to monitor individual and group
productivity and quality performance.
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-Provide a system flexible enough to accommodate different
management styles.
-Influence headquarters toward macro rather than micro
management of field activities. CRef. 63
1 . Managing Resources Under Purs
CARU output is displayed in a rate format to
facilitate management under PURS. That is, information is
shown in terms of rates and work units, those elements deemed
important by NAVSUP. The system provides the tools necessary
for the manager to perform the functions required under PURS,
functions such as the following:
—tracking planned versus actual workload;
-tracking planned versus actual rates;
—extrapolating future workload;
-monitoring quality indicators;
-monitoring overhead costs; and
-interfacing with the comptroller concerning
proposed rates. CRef. 5: p. 7]
Costs Are broken out by labor and non— labor elements,
reimbursables and overhead are separated from direct costs.
Output is formatted to show the number of work units
completed, which allows the manager to see what the actual
workload is for comparison with the planned workload.
Managers have access to information on a daily basis, in time
to react to cost and workload surges. CRef. 2D In the UMR,
quality control and cost summary data are shown in a format
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(for every month, quarter, etc.) which assists in the
spotting of trends. Prior year data are also provided.
In actual use of the system, the following physical
distribution information is extracted via CRT for cost
planning information: work units, direct labor costs and rate
(cost per work unit) for the day, month and year—to—date.
Yea)—to—date direct non labor costs and year — to—date
cumulative cost per work unit are also extracted. In
addition, daily, monthly, and yeai— to—date reimbursable and
"other" costs are extracted. This information is used to
analyze labor cost per division, intermittent labor costs,
overtime expenditures, etc. These resulting figures are used
to make the decisions necessary to reach or stay within the
target or negotiated rates. This information was used to
make decisions on how to move people on the basis of workload
when funding was cut in June, 1986. [ Ref . 13 3
2. Monitoring Individual and Group Performance
Individual and group production information are
provided to give the manager increased cognizance over
his/her unit's performance. Quality information is provided
in the UMR on a monthly basis. The ultimate goal of CARU is
to have productivity and quality data in a side-by—side
format from the individual level on up to the activity level.
That way, to manager will be able to see how productively and
how effectively an employee or division is performing.
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Productivity information is currently being used by
some managers as an input to the Basic Performance Appraisal
System used to evaluate Department of Defense civilian
personnel. Supervisors have used the information to
substantiate individual evaluations, to assist in
decision—making about performance awards and to initiate
training in cases of deficient performance.
3. Accomodation of Different Management Styles
CARU allows managers to input labor data daily,
weekly, or bi—weekly, according to the needs of the
activity. It provides information in a variety of formats.
At the headquarters level, reports are provided at the cost
account, program, and activity level. At the activity level,
information is available at the individual, branch, division,
Job order, cost account and program levels. . Each manager is
free to choose the format which meets his/her needs.
One factor that was very evident during the research
effort is that difrent managers use the system for different
things. Some managers pull data from the CRT daily. Other
managers Are satisfied to review periodic hard copy reports.
Some managers look at cost data exclusively. Other managers
are more interested in using individual productivity data to
spot trends and abberations in employee performance. C Ref s.
13, 143
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4. Influencing Headquarters Toward Macro Management
This objective is achieved through the new,
simplified UMR produced by CARU. The previous UMR provided
NAVSUP with much more detailed information than was necessary
for management at the headquarters level. Hence, NAVSUP was
prone to ask questions and provide guidance on field activity
level concerns. CRef. 63
Originally, the UMR was prepared in a cost account
format. There was a Cost Center (program) Report and a
Summary Report. The Cost Center Report normally consisted of
two volumes of over 700 pages each. There was a section for
each program which contributed to a cost account, and this
was done for each of the 500 cost accounts. The Cost Center
Report was retained at the activity level for local use. The
Summary Report summarized all information at the cost account
level with a section for each cost account. This report
could consist of over 500 pages by year end. It was
forwarded to NAVSUP via microfiche. CRef. 4]
Shielding unnecessary detail from NAVSUP has been
achieved through a reduction in the number of operational
cost accounts used by NSC Charleston from 500 to 45. The
number of Job orders was also dramatically reduced from 2000
to 200 by changing from organizational Job orders to showing
Just three Job orders per cost account - direct labor,
indirect labor and non-labor. The Supply Center is no longer
divided into minute functional areas by a myriad of cost
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accounts, and the information received by NAVSUP is
summarized at higher levels of activity. The simplified UMR
focuses more on providing information' at the program level.
NAVSUP gets a short, readable UMR in rate format at program
and cost account level. Micro data are available at the
field level if required. CRef. 4]
C. USER RESPONSIVENESS
The key considerations under user responsiveness are
system flexibility and the ease with which users can
implement changes to the system. Since CARU was still in the
prototype stage during it's evaluation, it was very easy to
obtain changes to the system. In fact, recommendations for
system changes were actively solicited by the project
manager. CARU was being reprogrammed for use on the Tandem
Computer System in order to make it available to other NAVSUP
field activities. A lot of effort went into generalizing the
system to make it more universal. CRef. .121
The flexibility of the system is evident in its
versatilty and the many different levels at which information
can be retrieved. CARU was designed to meet the needs of
managers at different levels of the organization and to offer
different options to managers at all levels, a factor which
should make frequent changes unnecessary.
However, it was disappointing to find that CARU was not
being fully utilized by lower level managers. While perhaps
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not applicable at the first level of supervision, CARU can
benefit managers from the branch level on up in managing
budget and workforce. If CARU is not used at the lower
levels, it will probably not be supported at the lower
levels. Without the support of lower level management the
validity of input data will suffer.
D. ACCESSIBILITY
Accessibl i t i ty deals with how easy the system is to use.
This is one of the most important considerations of the seven
criteria listed. If the system makes it difficult to access
information or is not convenient to the user, the odds are
that it won't be utilized. If the information is already two
weeks old upon receipt, the chances are that it won't be
looked at.
Each interviewee was generally pleased with how easy the
system is to access and the ready availability of information
via the CRT screen. The Wang Computer System was chosen
originally because terminals were located in every major
office space. CARU is also more accessible in terms of the
lesser volume of information in the UhR reports. Cost
accounts were reduced from 500 to 45. The number of Job
orders were reduced from 2000 to 200.
E. DEPENDABILITY
Dependability deals with whether the system performs as
specified and if it actually works most of the time. As
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discussed in paragraph B above CARU does perform as
specified. Interviewees had no complaints about downtime of
the computer. The only respect in which the system failed is
in being a real—time information system. Access to labor
cost data is normally a day behind, and non— labor is
downloaded to CARU three times a week.
F. SECURITY
Security features are built into the system by use of
passwords. Access to certain information is strictly limited
to those with a need to work with that information. There
are also certain functions, such as transferring costs from
one Job order to another and reconciliation of data, that can
be performed by only a few authorized personnel. These
features are built in to protect the integrity of the data
entered and limit access to sensitive information. CRef.
7:pp. 7-8D
G. ACCURACY
Is the output precise enough for its intended use? CARU
output provides both financial and productivity data.
Interviewees were satisfied with the accuracy of financial
information but expressed some concern over productivity
(production effectiveness) information. These concerns are
described below.
The greatest emphasis is placed upon the accuracy and
timeliness of financial data. Labor cost data are reconciled
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to payroll data. Payroll data are considered accurate
because of strict procedures, checks and balances controlling
payroll. Non— labor is downloaded into CARU three times a
week with each Journal voucher from an existing financial
data base. CRef. 2] The only drawback identified was that
labor data 3.re only validated against payroll data once every
two weeks (when payroll is processed). NSC Charleston has
experienced an error rate of less than one percent in
reconciling labor distribution to gross pay data.
Productivity information is derived by applying
engineered standards to the number of work units accomplished
and the number of hours worked. The necessary assumptions
here are that the engineered standards are correct and that
supervisors are meticulous about recording actual employee
performance. However, there are no controls in place to
ensure that first line supervisors are keeping track of
employee performance and recording it properly. As pointed
out by one interviewee, it is important not to record that
employee A was making issues when employee A was actually
sweeping the floor for 45 minutes. CRef. IAD During
on—site observation, productivity figures ranging from 40X to
3007. were observed. Productivity figures were, however,




The criteria of efficiency deals with whether operating
costs are reasonable. Operating costs consist of timekeeper
salaries* training in the use of the system, purchase and
maintanance of Tandem terminals.
NSC Charleston did not require any additional personnel
or other resources for operating CARL). The average input
time by timekeepers for the Material Department (300
employees /two timekeepers) was two hours per day on the Wang
System. Training has been accomplished in—house. C Ref . 7- p.
8D
CARL) has been reprogrammed to operate on the Tandem
Computer System. This system is common to most NAVSUP field
activities. Data can be entered from any terminal which is
compatible with the Tandem system. Therefore, existing
terminals can be utilized for CARL), as long as they are
compatible. [Ref. 43 The most significant out-of-pocket
costs incurred would be the cost of installing additional
terminals where necessary. This cost might qualify for
funding by NAVSUP as a productivity initiative.
I. SUMMARY
CARL) has many uses and is used for different reasons by
different managers. Its primary use so far has been to
provide information for the decision—mak ing required to reach
or stay within the negotiated rate (under PURS). It also has
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other possible applications which will be discussed in the
next chapter. Among its many features are daily labor
distribution? daily recording of work units, shielding of
unnecessary detail from NAVSUP, individual productivity
standards, less volume and provision of data in various
formats. Some managers take advantage of many of the key
features while others utilize only a few.
While CARU overwhelmingly meets the criteria of an
effective information system, it also has its shortcomings.
The system does not yet provide the quality control
information which will aid supervisors in knowing how
accurate individual employees and the branch or division are.
The use of productivity information is limited because
engineered standards have not been purified. That is, the
engineered standards are not uniform enough to provide
consistent productivity information from one organizational
unit to another. (Personnel in warehouse A cannot be rated
against personnel in warehouse B on the basis of productivity
information). Additionally, there are few controls in place





There Are several possible enhancements to CARU. Some
Are planned for the near future. Others will require
considerable reprogramming. One enhancement planned for the
near future will show quality (rate of accuracy) and
productivity data in a side—by—side format. A second
enhancement is the inclusion of budget information. The last
enhancement discussed in this study is the incorporation of
time and attendance data for payroll purposes.
The side— by—side quality and productivity information
implies that quality control and productivity information
will be displayed in adjacent columns in the output format.
This feature will allow managers to see not only what
employees are doing but also how well they are doing it and
how accurate they are. The productivity data are already a
part of CARU. The quality control data can be downloaded
from existing quality control systems* such as the automated
WIN Stamp program. For programs which are not covered by an
existing quality control program, accumulation and entry of
quality control data would be the responsibility of
designated supervisors. CRef. 4
D
Adding budget information to CARU would involve the
creation of another report (utilizing data already existing
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within the system) showing how much was budgeted, how much
has been spent, how much is left or how much overspent.
CRef. 12 D This information could be shown in terms of work
units and dollars. A further expansion would be to show
projected expenditures for the month, quarter, or year, based
upon the current expenditures.
Incorporating time and attendance for payroll purposes
would be a major step. This capability would entirely
eliminate the duplication of effort now experienced in the
production of payroll and in the reconciliation of payroll to
labor distribution data. Incorporating payroll into CARU
would involve having supervisors and payroll clerks certify
labor distribution data and use it as payroll data. Some
means would also have to be provided for employees to certify
the correctness of their time. CRef. 12D
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
CARU is not without its shortcomings, but those
shortcomings do not keep it from being effective. CARU does
pass the test as an information system. It meets the seven
criteria established, and it is being used for the purposes
intended.
As with any system, CARU is only as good as the people
who use it. The results of this study show that the system
has a lot of capabilities not previously available. The
capabilities offered are useful and generally are easily
accessible. However, the output will only be as good as the
data input. And the system will be effective only to the
extent that it is used.
Currently, the first level supervisors and lower level
managers responsible for recording input data are not
actively using CARU. Hard copy reports are often the last
thing looked at and are not being used as effectively as they
could be at lower levels of management. CRef. 14 D Senior
level managers are using the system however, and are happy
with the results. C Ref s. 12,13,143 As a support system for
PURS, CARU was considered satisfactory.
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS
Require the use of CARU at all NAVSUP field activities
funded under PURS. This will provide a uniform data base for
management reports, specifically* the UMR. The simplified
UMR presents information in a format consistent with the way
in which activities aire funded. The system can be tailored
to meet the specific needs of different activities.
Implement the side—by—side productivity and quality data
feature as soon as possible. Availability of this feature
will make CARU much more useful to lower level managers.
Finalize and purify engineering standards as soon as
possible. It is recognized that developing engineering
standards is a time consuming task* but the better the
engineering standards are, the more dependable the
productivity data will be. Standards should be as usable at
the inter—warehouse level as they are at the intra—warehouse
level
.
Use plain language in developing reports as much as
possible, instead of codes. This will make it easier for
lower level managers to read and understand output and
encourage use of the information available.
Make the support of CARU a performance element in
evaluating supervisors in order to encourage them to use the
system and to take more care in recording valid data.
Add budget information to CARU to assist managers in
monitoring their performance against budget.
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Conduct a feasibility study of the possibility of




Following is a list of questions that were used to
structure interviews with the actual users of CARU. These
questions were used as a lead— in to discussions and the order
was not strictly followed. Answers were obtained during the
interviews for each question listed below.
1. What kind of information do you, as a manager, want or
need, from the CARU System? In what format?
2. What kinds of information do you/can you get from the
system?
3. What do you use the information for?
4. What would you have the report do that it doesn't
currently do? What information should be in the report
that isn't?
5. How often do you receive output from the system? How
often would you like to?
6. Can you get the output more often if you desire?
7. How often do you use the infomation output?
8. Is the same information available from a more easily
accessed source?
9. Has the CARU System made your Job easier or more
difficult?
10. How much additional work has the CARU System created for
you in supporting the system? In accessing the system?
11. Can you now do something because of the system that you
couldn't do before?
12. Overall, is this system better or worse, from your point
of view?
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13. Do you feel that you have adequate information about
what's in the system and how you can access the
information and use it?
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APPENDIX B
COST CENTERS AND ASSOCIATED PRODUCTIVE UNITS
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ATAC HUB — Retrograde Repairables Screening and Processing
Cost Center. Used to accumulate operating costs at NSC
Norfolk and San Diego.
CHARGEBACK REPORT K0MAND (ICPs) - K0MAND is a software package
used by inventory control points to implement a
charge—back system for Resol ici tat ion hardware and
service functions.
CHARGEBACK REPORT MICAB (STOCK POINTS) - MICAB is the
Management Information, Cost Accounting and Billing
system developed by NSD Subic Bay to collect resource
utilization data and generate billing statements. It
will be implemented by supply centers for charge—backs.
DD 1057 — Report which feeds into the Program Management
Reporting System actions used as the bases for computing
large purchase productive units.
DF PUR - DD 1057 for small purchase actions.
DOC ID BC1 TRANSACTION REPORT - Report recording the number of
retrograde repairable line item receipts.
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FUF 14 REPORT - The Select Stores Statistics Report which
records an automated count of transactions for the
Material Accounting Cost Center.
GUC 68 REPORT - The Processing Statistics Report which gives
an automated count of transactions for the Material
Accounting Cost Center.
GUG-F6 REPORT - A report which gives an automated count of the
number of checks issued in the Disbursing Cost Center.
NAVCOMPT FORM 485 - A NAVCOMPT form which reports an automated
count of the number of graded and ungraded pay accounts
maintained on a validated payroll.
NAVSUP 1144 - Supply Distribution and Inventory Control
Operations Report. Ref. NAVSUPINST 5520. 15B.
R020-SPS-SPCC REPORT - A report which records the number of
line items reviewed by the Provisioning Cost Center for
SPCC.
SPCC PROVISIONING STATISTICAL REPORT-PPMIS-ASO - A report
which records the number of line items reviewed by the
Provisioning Cost Center for ASO.
UA-78 REPORT - Monthly report submitted to SUP 40/Navy
Petroleumm Office which forms the basis of information
provided to NAVSUP in the monthly PURS message report.
UGF 4 REPORT — An automated report which gives the number of
invoices processed.
UMR-A REPORT - Uniform Management Report.
SOURCE: CRef. 4 3
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APPENDIX C





1. DEFINITION . The Disbursing Cost Center mill be used to
fund and accumulate all measurable labor and non— labor costs
identified with the disbursing function. This cost account
will be used to fund the activity for performing the function
for itself and all assigned customers.
2. FUNCTIONS INCLUDED . The Disbursing Cost Center is
composed of the cost accounts listed below. The cost
accounts have been redefined and new definitions are provided
in Chapter 5 of NAVSUP Publication 285. No functions
previously managed under the former functional cost accounts
and function keys are provided for reference.
PUR Cost Account Former Cost Accounts(s) Former Key
1C7B, C, D 14AC
1C7A 14AC
1C71-8 14AC
An overhead cost account (1C4X) has been established to
accumulate the costs of supervision above the division level
and the administrative and clerical support costs not
associated with a specific function. This Cost Center will
bear a pro rata share of these costs based on the percentage
of its costs to total costs reported in the 1C40 series.
3. RATE DETERMINATION . This Cost Center is composed of cost
accounts 1C4E, 1C4F, and 1C4H. The Disbursing Cost Center's
total productive units Are the automated count of the number
of checks issued as reported on the GUG-F6 report (cost
account 1C4E); the number of invoices processed as reported
on the automated UGF4 report (cost account 1C4F); and by a
manual count of the number of vouchers and payrolls examined
(cost account 1C4H). This manual count will be developed
using local procedures. A weighting system will recognize
the complexity of the tasks associated with each function. A
factor of 1 is assigned to the number of checks issued (cost
account (1C4E). A factor of 2 is assigned to the number of
checks invoices processed (cost account 1C4F). A factor of
1.5 is assigned for the examination of invoices and payrolls
when the Central Disbursing Officer (CDO) functions (cost
account 1C4H) are performed. The rate is determined by
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dividing the productive units into the resources reported
under the cost center as described in paragraph 2.
4. PERFORMANCE/QUALITY INDICATORS . The following indicators
will be used to assess the performance of the disbursing
operation and to determine if it is adequate to qualify for
profit sharing:
a. Backlog of unprocessed invoices (1C4F) must not
exceed 10X of the total invoices processed.
b. Backlog of vouchers and payrolls awaiting
examination (1C4H) must not exceed 5/i of total examined.
SOURCE: CRef. 5 3
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APPENDIX D
COST ACCOUNT ROLL-UP CONFERENCE
15-16 JULY 1986
ATTENDEES
Naval Supply Center, CHARLESTON,
Naval Supply Center, NORFOLK,
Naval Supply Systems Command, UASHINGTON D. C.
Naval Supply Center, PUGET SOUND,
Naval Supply Center, PENSACOLA
Naval Supply Center, SAN DIEGO
Naval Supply Center, PEARL HARBOR
Naval Supply Center, JACKSONVILLE
Naval Regional Contracting Center, WASHINGTON D. C
Naval Regional Contracting Center, LONG BEACH
Naval Regional Contracting Center, PHILADELPHIA
Naval Publications and Forms Center , PHILADELPHIA
FMSO MECHANICSBURG
Aviation Supply Office
Ships Parts Contol Center, MECHANICSBURG
SOURCE: CRef. 2 3
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